
Git
The (very) dumb, (very) fast content tracker.

Fundamentals in 30 minutes or less*!

*Fundamentals not guaranteed to be useful, just presented quickly.



Disclaimer: I’m probably a bad person to talk about Git in this context because I’ve never 
used Bazaar or Mercurial. I’m a Subversion refugee. I never even used CVS.

Also, I’m not entirely certain how much prior knowledge you may have with regard to git or 
distributed source code management systems. Therefore, feel free to rush me along or slow 
me down where you need to.



Git Fundamentals
Everything is a commit “object.”

Branches are just a named reference to one such 
object. (So is HEAD and, mostly, so is a tag.)

The index (“staging area”) is a half-way point between your 
working files and the repository.

Git is a metadata-only system.
(“One filesystem path to rule them all.”)

Unless you make it otherwise, everything you do is private—
and completely mutable (changeable) by you.

A few fundamentals are absolutely essential to understand git. Everyone who has had major 
problems groking this tool has had those problems because they weren’t aware of the 
existence of these concepts.

First, “commits” are the basic unit of “things” in git. That is, whenever you reference 
something in git, you’re referring to a commit. Branches are just named references to commit 
objects, as are tags, as is HEAD. Commits have a couple of special properties associated with 
them, which I’ll touch on in a moment.

Second, there is this alien thing called an index (sometimes called a “staging area,” which is 
probably a much better name) that sits between your working copy files and the git 
repository. The index is probably the least understood part of git, and the most controversial. 
I’ll showcase it, too, in just a moment.

Third, git is a metadata-only system. In other words, git does absolutely nothing—zip, zero, 
zilch—to any part of the computing environment that does not pertain to its own repository, 
including the filesystem paths you use to access different files on different branches. Again, 
more on that in a moment.

Finally, and I think this is in large part due to its distributed nature, everything you do in git 
is totally private—and changeable. Since a git repository is almost always 100% disconnected 
from any other git repository, you have complete control over everything in it. This isn’t 
actually a bad thing thanks to one of those special properties of git commits that I’ll show 
you next.



Git commits
Every commit (except the initial commit in a repository) has 
at least one pointer to “parent” commits.

Merges are a commit with pointers to more than one 
parent. Typically, this means two, but can be many more.

A commit is the equivalent of a patch, or a “changeset.”

You can save “uncommitted” changes in a “stash,” which 
is just a stack of patches (commits with no pointers).

Every commit cryptographically verifies the entirety of the 
project’s development history up to that point in time.

A few basic principles of git commit objects.

All commits have this property called a parent which is a pointer to another commit object 
and this, unsurprisingly, is just a regular commit that has its own parent or parents. This is 
how commit history is traced over time. A commit can have any number of parents, including 
0, in which case it is either orphaned or the initial commit in repository. If a commit has more 
than one parent, then it is by definition a commit of a merge operation.

Commits may seem complicated but they’re actually really simple. Every commit is simply a 
binary representation of what amounts to a diff along with some metadata like a committer 
name and email address, a date and time, and so forth. This simplicity brings with it some 
really cool features, like the git stash, which is a lot like the `bzr shelve` command, or so I 
hear.

Finally, and this is really what makes git unique, is that every commit cryptographically 
verifies not only that individual commit, but every commit that led up to it. This means that 
each and every commit cryptographically verifies the entirety of the repository’s development 
history that led to the commit in question.
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Development history as 
presented by most tools

This example shows `gitk`.
But that’s only one side of the story.

Here’s a visualization of development history as shown by the `gitk` tool. The circles are 
commits and the lines show the chain of commits. Different colored lines show different 
branches. However, with git, this only shows you the tip of the iceberg.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/porras/2867857310/sizes/o/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/porras/2867857310/sizes/o/
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If you imagine that the previous image is only a bird’s-eye view of the commit history, here’s 
what a cross-section of it might look like. Each commit not only contains within it the current 
patch, but it also embodies the entirety of the development tree leading to that commit. Very 
cool.



Git index (“staging area”)

Sits between your working copy files and the git repository.

Anything that ever gets committed goes through the index.

Contents may be different than current working copy files.

Incredibly useful for encouraging atomicity in one’s commits.

BEWARE MISUNDERSTANDING THE INDEX!

`git commit -a` is a terribly dangerous command
aka., an “unbreak me” feature for svn/bzr users.

Submodule references are only metadata, so they are 
unfortunately easy to accidentally overwrite.

Okay, next up we have the git index—arguably the least user-friendly part of git. The git 
index sits between your working copy files and the git repository. In order to commit 
anything it must go through the index. However, you can manipulate the index at will so its 
contents may be different than the current working copy files. This is why some people like to 
think of the index as “the next commit.”

Abstracting one’s working copy files from “the next commit” turns out to be very useful for 
encouraging developers to create commits that are atomic; that is, to create a commit in 
which every part of the patch is related to a single (hopefully working) change in behavior.

It’s important to understand the index because misunderstanding it is the single easiest way 
to screw up your use of git. I think it’s a shame that most git documentation (targeted to 
Subversion or Bazaar users, for example) show the `git commit` command being used with 
the `-a` option before explaining what the index is. That is a surefire way to get unexpected 
results. Also, submodules are typically confusing to many people because they sort of exist in 
limbo. On the one hand, they are part of the git index and on the other they are another git 
repository on a filesystem.



Working Copy Files

`git add` `git commit`

Index (“staged”) files Repository 

“Changes to be committed”
“Changed but not updated”

“Untracked”
`git status`

You do this for each and every commit.

So here’s how you work with the git index. Starting with your working copy files, you `git 
add` them to the index. Whatever is in the index—and only what’s in the index—becomes the 
next commit when you `git commit` it. When you run the `git status` command it will report 
files you’ve never `git add`ed as “untracked.” It will report files you’ve added before but that 
have changed on the filesystem as “changed but not updated” (which, admittedly, is really 
confusing) and it will report files you’ve staged as “changes to be committed.” The real 
nuisance to this workflow for many people is that you have to do this for each and every 
commit you make. (This can sometimes feel very “Ugh!”)



Git is only metadata

All repository data stored in a single root directory 
(typically “.git”), but can be specified with $GIT_DIR.

Does not pollute directory structure.

Can nest git repositories inside one another.
See also `git help submodule` and git-archive-all.sh.

Philosophically, a version of code should exist in the same 
physical environment as every other version of equivalent 
code. Only code should change when you switch branches, 
not things like the $CWD, the URI of a resource, etc.….

Thanks in part to the existence of the git index, git is a 100% metadata-only system. 
Everything regarding the different versions of your content is stored in a single directory, 
typically named “.git” and always at the root of the repository. This means there is no 
filesystem pollution, and it also supports nested repositories, or “submodules.”

This “only metadata” approach highlights a distinct philosophy prevalent in git. Specifically, 
that your version control system should stay out of the way of your development as much as 
possible, even going so far as not changing anything about your environment whatsoever.



1. I’m on the “master” branch.
2. The README file says so.
3. Switched to the “other-branch” branch.
4. Same filesystem path, different file contents!

1.

2.

3.

4.

Here’s an example showcasing the “same filesystem path” behavior. In command number 4, 
you’ll see that the same command (`cat README`) is used to print out a file, but that the 
file’s contents is different from the output of the identical command in number 2.



Git provides insulation

Topic (“feature”) branches are 100% private until you `push` them.

Experiment often and freely; branching is insanely cheap.

Cloning and tracking remotes creates separate branches, typically in 
the “origin” namespace.

`git fetch` receives new commits, `git merge` merges those from 
the ‘origin/master’ to the local ‘master’. `git pull` both `fetch`es 
and `merge`s.

Git is a bad trigger-happy programmer’s best friend because

commits can be `--amend`ed, merges can be `--squash`ed, 
branches can be `rebase`d, history rewritten…

a `git reset --hard` will always return you to a known-good state.

All version control systems—period—are supposed to insulate its users from change, but few 
do it well, and therefore few people realize that this is actually the real use case for such 
tools. Git insulates you from change very well in part by virtue of the fact that everything you 
do is private by default. When you checkout (or `clone`) a new repository, it becomes entirely 
yours and nothing you do in this repository is visible to anyone else until you `push` or 
“publish” it. This is one way git encourages experimentation.

For example, when you `clone` a repository you’re actually creating at least two branches, 
typically “master” and “origin/master.” The “origin/master” branch is one you’re not 
supposed to touch directly (even though you can). When you use the `pull` porcelain (“user-
level”) tool, git first runs a `git fetch` against the remote repository and receives new 
changes and then runs a `git merge` to merge changes from the “origin/master” branch into 
the “master” branch.

Beyond this, git comes with a bunch of other porcelain tools to manipulate your repository. 
You can run `git commit --amend` to overwrite the HEAD commit object anew, you can use 
`git merge --squash` to create linear merges (merge commits with only one parent commit), 
you can run `git rebase` to manually re-chain one commit off of a new parent commit, and 
so forth.

These are all relatively tricky commands, and they will absolutely screw you up if the commit 
history you are rewriting has already been `push`ed. However, you can always use `git reset 
--hard` to return to a known-good state since none of the above-mentioned commands are 
physically destructive to your repository.



Demo

Some hands on git usage just to put it all into practice.



Better git resources other than this one

Git home page: Git.or.cz

Git’s “user-friendly” documentation:
Git-SCM.com

Google TechTalk: Linus Torvalds on Git:
youtube.com/watch?v=4XpnKHJAok8

Google TechTalk: Randal Schwartz on Git:
youtube.com/watch?v=8dhZ9BXQgc4

Git Cheat Sheet (printable SVG):
ktown.kde.org/%7Ezrusin/git/git-cheat-
sheet.svg

Version Control for Designers:
hoth.entp.com/output/
git_for_designers.html

Intro to `git-svn` for Subversion/SVK 
users and deserters:
utsl.gen.nz/talks/git-svn/intro.html

Essay explanation of how Git solves the 
“Tangled Working Copy Problem” with its 
index called “The Thing About Git”:
tomayko.com/writings/the-thing-about-
git

GitHub.com Guides to using Git:
github.com/guides/home

All posts tagged ‘git’ on my blog:
maymay.net/blog/tag/git

Some other resources for learning to use and appreciate git.

http://hoth.entp.com/output/git_for_designers.html
http://hoth.entp.com/output/git_for_designers.html
http://hoth.entp.com/output/git_for_designers.html
http://hoth.entp.com/output/git_for_designers.html
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Any last questions?

You can also ask me on my blog at maymay.net/blog.

http://maymay.net/blog/
http://maymay.net/blog/

